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Abstract — Intrusion Detecti on S ystem (IDS) used today suffer from several shortcomi ngs in the presence of
complex and unknown attacks. Hence in this paper Snort based hybri d Intrusion Detection S ystem wi th
automatic signature generati on is investigated. The problem of unknown attacks with IDS is sol ved using anomaly
detection. Entropy is one of the well known detection techni que used in intrusion detecti on. In this work, a system
is designed wi th the hel p of Entropy based techni que and i ntegrated with real ti me system Snort (Signature based
techni que) so that it can have advantages of both techni ques. A feature extraction system is designed which can be
used for calculating the i mportant features for which entropy can be calcul ated for anomaly detection. Another
issue of IDS, hectic amount of alert data, has also been addressed by developi ng alert unification system which
comprises of alert ranking and reduction system. Alert reduction system is used to efficientl y uni fy al erts
generated by hybri d IDS whereas alert ranking system is used to gi ve ranks to those alerts accordi ng to their
importance.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Due to rapid growth of Internet and network based
services; security becomes the primary concern for
organizations. There are several ways in which an attacker
can attack the network of an o rganizat ion. These can be
accessing information for which he is not authorized,
bringing down the whole network, etc. Many systems are
developed to protect a network..The security of a co mputer
is compro mised when an intrusion takes place. An
intrusion can be defined as any set of actions that attempt
to compro mise the integrity, confidentiality or availability
of a resource. The Internet is being used by increasing
number of users day by day. A survey [1, 2] show that the
number of hosts connected to the Internet has increased to
almost 550 million and more than 1.5 billion users are
currently using the Internet. The recent survey of Mini
Watts Marketing Group [2] estimated that the total number
of Internet users was 1,802,330,457 on December 31st
2009.
In 2010, the Kaspersky system logged
1,311,156,130 network attacks. That nu mber was just 220
million in 2009.
Review shows that with the increasing number of
Internet users, the cyber crimes also have been increased
world wide to a g reat value. Fortunately, some intrusion
prevention techniques as a first line of defence, such as
user authentication (e.g. using passwords and biometrics),
avoiding programming errors, and info rmation protection
(e.g. encryption) have been applied to protect computer
systems. Intrusion prevention alone is not sufficient
because as systems are becoming even more comp lex. As
the technology advances, more security is added to the
systems. But none of the system is comp letely secure.
There remain some loop holes which make system
vulnerable. For examp le, after it was first reported many
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years ago, explo itable ―buffer overflow‖ still exist in some
recent system software due to programming errors. Hence
Intrusion detection system comes into picture to protect the
system with these holes. Intrusion detection methods with
mach ine intelligence started appearing in the last few years.
Using intrusion detection methods, you can collect and use
informat ion fro m known types of attacks and find out if
someone is trying to attack your network or particu lar
hosts. The informat ion collected this way can be used to
harden your network security, as well as for legal purposes.
Snort is one the most famous open NIDS. It is signature
based. It uses alert based system to denote the suspicious
activities. Its alert co mp rises of packet source and
destination informat ion along with signature id and
timestamp. The main problems with Snort are vulnerability
to unknown attacks, huge amount of alerts and no ways to
identify the importance of alerts.
II. BACKGROUND RELETED WORK
First intrusion detection model was given by Dorothy E.
Denning in 1988 [4]. This was the base model of all the
intrusion detection systems. The model was independent of
any particular system, application environ ment, system
vulnerability, or type of intrusion, thereby providing a
framework for a general purpose intrusion detection expert
system Apart fro m the known attacks, a lot of unknown
types of attacks keep happening. A lot of machine
intelligence Techniques have been used in intrusion
detection area to reduce vulnerability to unknown attacks.
If we talk about Fuzzy logic [5].
First intrusion detection model was given by Dorothy E.
Denning in 1988 [4]. This was the base model of all the
intrusion detection systems. The model was Independent
of any particular system, applicat ion environ ment, system
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vulnerability, or type of intrusion, thereby providing a
framework for a general purpose intrusion
Detecti on expert system. The model has six main
components:
(a) Subjects:
Initiators of activity on a target system, generally normal
users
(b) Objects:
Resources managed by the system – files, co mmands,
devices etc.
(c) Audit Records Audit:
Records are generated by the target system in response to
actions performed or attempted by subjects on objects –
user login, file access etc. These are the 6-tuples actions.
<Subject, Action, Ob ject, Exception-Condition, ResourceUsage, Time -Stamp>
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· (b) Snort based IDS
(c) Entropy based system.
Design of this module includes major three modules. First
is data collection by honeypot, second is min ing the data to
generate attack rules and last is the RTRA (real time rule
accession) in Snort. But all these modules are
incompatib le. E.g . honeypot log file cannot be directly
given as input to the mining algorithm. So to eliminate
these problems, interfaces are designed in between these
modules. Similar interface is designed for ru les generated
by Apriori and ru les added in Snort. A log file is very large
so in order to efficiently process these log files DBMS is
used.
Snort based hybrid IDS deals with the problem o f IDSs
encountered with unknown attacks. Also it addresses the
issue of better alert management along with better alert and
logging system for Snort.

(d) Profiles:
Profiles are the structures that characterize the behavior of
subjects with respect to objects in terms of statistical
metrics and model of observed activity. Observed behavior
is characterized in terms of statistical metrics and models.
Metrics for examp le event counter, interval timer, resource
measures etc. Models can be operational model, mean and
standard deviation model, mult ivariate model, time series
model etc. St ructure of a profile record can be in this
format
<Variab le-Name,
Action-Pattern,
Exception-Pattern,
Resource-Usage, Period, Variable-Type, Threshold,
Subject-Pattern, Object-Pattern, Value>
(e) Ano maly Records:
Anomaly records are generated when abnormal behavior is
detected.
(f) Activity Rules:
Activity rules are actions taken when some condition is
satisfied, which update profiles, detect abnormal behavior,
relate ano malies to suspected intrusions, and produce
reports.
Generally four types of rules are defined: Audit-record
rule, Periodic -activity-update, Anomaly-record and
Period ic-ano maly-analysis rule.
The model can be regarded as the rule based pattern
matching system. When an audit record is generated, it is
matched against the profiles. Type informat ion in the
matching profile then determines what rules to apply to
update the profiles, check for abnormal behavior, and
report anomalies detected.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
There are so many data mining technique the better IDS.
So all the issues discussed in research gaps, here we are
proposing a framewo rk of IDS. Framework co mprises of
broadly three independent systems:

Fig. 1 System architecture
System is imp lemented in Ubuntu-9.04. Snort 2.8.6 is used
as signature based system. Barnyard and Acid-base are
used as alert and logging system. Feature selection
algorith m is implemented in java. NSL-KDD data is used
as off line traffic. Entropy based Anomaly detection
module is imp lemented in Java.

IV.E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In parallel to this another instance of Snort is run on the
same interface. Here Snort is run in NIDS mode. So that
we can detect those attacks and validate our system. All
snort alerts generated our stored in two files ―alert.t xt‖ and
also into mysql database through Barnyard utility.

· (a) Automatic signature generation system
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Feature

No. of
Anomalous
Point Detected
when t
=2

No of
Anomalous
Point Detected
when t=3

Src_ip
Dst_ip
Source
Port
Destination
Port

95
93
95

8
1
5

71

6

.

Table shows the drastic i mpact for threshol d value
values used for anomalies detection. Number of
anomalous points drastically increases when it is
decreased to 2 from 3. This causes a lot of points to be
decl ared as anomalous poi nts.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Fig. 2 Graphs representing relati on between entropy
(Vertical Axis) and ti me stamp (horizontal axis) for
di fferent features. (I) Source IP,

In this paper, we have designed and imp lemented real t ime
Intrusion detection system with the help of integration of
Snort (Signature based system) and Entropy based
(Anomaly based) system. A lso we imp rove the efficiency
of that IDS by developing automatic signature system.
This system is developed using honeypots and association
rule mining techniques which detected attack traffic in the
network timely and effectively. The honeypot was used to
create a virtual network topology with virtual s ystems
running various services.
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